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WEEK 20: Sunday, 14 May - Saturday, 20 May - ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification Consumer Advice Closed Captions Subtitles Audio Description

2023-05-14 0505 Drama Under The Cover Of Cloud

A recently-fired journalist returns to his hometown in Tasmania and sets out to write a piece of 

non-fiction about the game of cricket and legendary Australian batsman and exalted 

Tasmanian, David Boon. Directed by and starring Ted Wilson. Also stars Colleen Wilson and 

David Boon.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2018 PG a l s Y

2023-05-14 0645 Comedy Roxanne

In this modern take on Edmond Rostand's classic play, C. D. Bales is the witty, intelligent and 

brave fire chief of a small Pacific Northwest town who, due to the size of his enormous nose, 

declines to pursue the girl of his dreams, lovely Roxanne Kowalski. Instead, when his shy 

underling Chris McConnell becomes smitten with Roxanne, Bales feeds the handsome young 

man the words of love to win her heart. Stars Steve Martin and Daryl Hannah.

USA English-100 1987

2023-05-14 0845 Comedy Modern Times

Charlie Chaplin bid farewell to the Little Tramp and to silent comedy with this funny and 

poignant masterpiece. Using his trademark and unrivalled gift for physical comedy, Chaplin 

unveils a brilliant spoof on the industrial age that is as stinging today as it was on its release in 

1936.

USA English-100 1936 PG

2023-05-14 1020 Comedy This Is Spinal Tap

It really does go all the way up to 11. Iconic rock band Spinal Tap together with director Marti 

DiBergi combine big hair, big egos and big hits in this thrilling expose on the ugly beauty of rock 

'n' roll.

USA English-100 1984 RPT M l Y

2023-05-14 1155 Comedy Blow Dry

A hilarious story about love, happiness - and great hair! As the 2000 National Hair 

Championships descend upon a small town in England, the country's top stylists aren't 

expecting much from the local talent. But they didn't count on Phil Allen, the retired golden boy 

of the competition circuit, entering the fray! Stars Alan Rickman, Natasha Richardson and 

Rachel Griffiths.

USA English-100 2001 M a l s 

2023-05-14 1330 Action Adventure
The Extraordinary Journey 

Of The Fakir

Ajatashatru Lavash Patel has lived all his life in a small Mumbai neighbourhood tricking people 

with street magic and fakir stunts. He sets out on a journey to find his estranged father but 

instead gets dragged on a never-ending adventure. Stars Dhanush and Erin Moriarty.

FRANCE English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s v Y

2023-05-14 1520 Comedy Peggie Sue Got Married

Peggy Sue Bodell attends her 25-year high school reunion after separating from her cheating 

husband, Charlie. She regrets the decisions she has made in her life, such as getting pregnant by 

Charlie in high school. When she faints at the reunion, she wakes up in 1960…and is given the 

chance to relive her life. Nominated for three Academy Awards in 1987, including Best Actress 

(Kathleen Turner). Directed by Francis Ford Coppola and also stars Nicolas Cage and Barry 

Miller. (From the US) (Comedy) (1986) M(S,D) 

USA English-100 1986 RPT PG d s 

2023-05-14 1715 Animation Sheep And Wolves

The young wolf Grey is transformed into a sheep by a magician who has given him a wish. Now 

he must gain the trust of the sheep colony and protect them from an impending attack from 

the wolves.

RUSSIA English-100 2016 PG a v 

2023-05-14 1850 Romance All Roads Lead To Rome
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

An uptight woman reconnects with an old flame after her rebellious daughter and the man's 

mother run away together.
ITALY

English-80; Italian-

20
2015

2023-05-14 2030 Comedy Egg
Fall In Love With 

Film 

An unflinching comedy about why women choose motherhood, why they revere it, fear it, and 

why some women choose to forgo it. Over the course of one explosive evening, two couples 

and a surrogate must face their own ridiculous and sometimes heartbreaking shortcomings. 

With sharp cutting dialogue and complicated characters, Egg is about the personal, social, 

professional, and ideological implications of bringing new life into the world.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M a l s 

2023-05-14 2205 Thriller The Woman In Black

A recently widowed lawyer is sent to a remote village to put a deceased woman's affairs in 

order. When he arrives at the creepy old mansion, he discovers dark secrets in the villagers' 

past, and his sense of unease deepens when he glimpses a mysterious woman dressed all in 

black. Stars Daniel Radcliffe, Janet McTeer and Ciaran Hinds.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 M h Y

2023-05-14 2350 Comedy Lola Versus

Just three weeks before her wedding, Lola finds herself suddenly without a partner when her 

long-time fiancé dumps her. With her 30th birthday looming and being forced to re-enter the 

New York City dating scene, Lola feels adrift in a cold world. Directed by Daryl Wein and stars 

Greta Gerwig, Zoe Lister-Jones and Hamish Linklater.

USA English-100 2012 M d l s 



2023-05-14 2525 Drama Death Of A Ladies' Man

Inspired by the work of Leonard Cohen, and set to some of his most beloved music, Death of a 

Ladies' Man tells the story of a carousing college professor whose life takes a series of 

unimaginable turns, and all the old stories are given a new twist, when he begins to have 

surreal hallucinations and learns he may not be long for this world.

CANADA English-100 2020 MA d s v 

2023-05-14 2720 Drama The Chambermaid Lynn

In this coming out story with a difference, Lynn - a painfully shy hotel maid with an obsessive-

compulsive disorder - voyeuristically watches a guest's encounter with a dominatrix. She then 

decides to hire the call girl to help her shed her own inhibitions. Directed by Ingo Haeb and 

stars Vicky Krieps, Lena Lauzemis and Steffen Munster.

GERMANY German-100 2015 RPT MA n s Y

2023-05-15 0500 Animation Sheep And Wolves

The young wolf Grey is transformed into a sheep by a magician who has given him a wish. Now 

he must gain the trust of the sheep colony and protect them from an impending attack from 

the wolves.

RUSSIA English-100 2016 PG a v 

2023-05-15 0635 Romance All Roads Lead To Rome
An uptight woman reconnects with an old flame after her rebellious daughter and the man's 

mother run away together.
ITALY

English-80; Italian-

20
2015

2023-05-15 0815 Comedy Monsieur Verdoux

Verdoux is an insignificant bank clerk who loses his job during the Great Depression. He devises 

a plan to marry old spinsters and murder them for their money. After the murder of a victim, he 

goes home as would a bourgeois husband after a hard days work. Verdoux becomes a symbol of 

virtue and vice: a man who avoids stepping on a caterpillar while trimming rose-bushes, while 

on the other side of the garden one of his victims is in an incinerator.

USA English-100 1947 PG a 

2023-05-15 1030 Horror The Hole In The Ground

A single mother living in the Irish countryside with her son begins to suspect he may not be her 

son at all - and fears his increasingly disturbing behaviour is linked to a mysterious sinkhole in 

the forest behind their house. Directed by Lee Cronin and stars Seana Kerslake, James Quinn 

Markey and Kati Outinen.

IRELAND English-100 2019 M h l v Y

2023-05-15 1210 Thriller The Woman In Black

A recently widowed lawyer is sent to a remote village to put a deceased woman's affairs in 

order. When he arrives at the creepy old mansion, he discovers dark secrets in the villagers' 

past, and his sense of unease deepens when he glimpses a mysterious woman dressed all in 

black. Stars Daniel Radcliffe, Janet McTeer and Ciaran Hinds.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 M h Y

2023-05-15 1355 Comedy Roxanne

In this modern take on Edmond Rostand's classic play, C. D. Bales is the witty, intelligent and 

brave fire chief of a small Pacific Northwest town who, due to the size of his enormous nose, 

declines to pursue the girl of his dreams, lovely Roxanne Kowalski. Instead, when his shy 

underling Chris McConnell becomes smitten with Roxanne, Bales feeds the handsome young 

man the words of love to win her heart. Stars Steve Martin and Daryl Hannah.

USA English-100 1987

2023-05-15 1555 Comedy Modern Times

Charlie Chaplin bid farewell to the Little Tramp and to silent comedy with this funny and 

poignant masterpiece. Using his trademark and unrivalled gift for physical comedy, Chaplin 

unveils a brilliant spoof on the industrial age that is as stinging today as it was on its release in 

1936.

USA English-100 1936 PG

2023-05-15 1730 Comedy English Vinglish

A quiet, sweet-tempered housewife, living in New York, endures regular slights from her well-

educated family because of her inability to speak and understand English. One day, on a trip to 

visit her sister in Manhattan, she decides to enrol in an English Learners class. Directed by Gauri 

Shinde and stars Sridevi, Adil Hussain and Mehdi Nebbou.

INDIA Hindi-100 2012 PG a l s Y

2023-05-15 1955 Comedy Bangla
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Phaim, a young Muslim Bangladeshi born in Italy 22 years ago lives with his family in Rome's 

multiethnic Torpignattara neighbourhood, and works as a museum steward. At a concert, he 

meets Asia, his exact opposite. The attraction between them is immediate, and Phaim will have 

to figure out how to reconcile his love for the young woman with the most inviolable of Islam's 

rules: no sex before marriage.

ITALY Italian-100 2019 M l n s Y

2023-05-15 2130 History Magnetic Beats Music In The Movies

Britanny, 1980's. A bunch of friends yearning for excitement broadcast a free radio station from 

their hometown in the countryside. Jerome leads it with unique charisma while Philippe, the 

technical genius, lives in the shadow of Jerome, his big brother. When called for the military 

service, Philippe has no choice but to leave for West Berlin. He's determined to keep on 

broadcasting but realises that he just lived the last glorious moments of a world on the verge of 

extinction.

FRANCE

German-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2021 M Y

2023-05-15 2320 Musical The Festival

When Nick (Joe Thomas) is dumped by his girlfriend Caitlin (Hannah Tointon) at graduation, he 

has a colossal meltdown in front of the entire university. His best mate Shane (Hammed 

Animashaun) has the perfect solution: three days at an epic music festival. With the help of 

'festival aficionado' and certified oddball Amy, Shane tries to get Nick to embrace the music, 

the mayhem and the mud.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 MA a d l s Y

2023-05-15 2510 Comedy Animals

Long-time friends and party-animals Laura and Tyler navigate life and love in Dublin, Ireland. 

However, the girls find themselves drifting apart when Laura, an aspiring writer, becomes 

engaged. Based on the novel of the same name by Emma Jane Unsworth. Directed by Sophie 

Hyde and stars Holliday Grainger and Alia Shawkat.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2019 MA d s Y Y



2023-05-15 2710 Comedy Egg

An unflinching comedy about why women choose motherhood, why they revere it, fear it, and 

why some women choose to forgo it. Over the course of one explosive evening, two couples 

and a surrogate must face their own ridiculous and sometimes heartbreaking shortcomings. 

With sharp cutting dialogue and complicated characters, Egg is about the personal, social, 

professional, and ideological implications of bringing new life into the world.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M a l s 

2023-05-15 2845 Comedy Modern Times

Charlie Chaplin bid farewell to the Little Tramp and to silent comedy with this funny and 

poignant masterpiece. Using his trademark and unrivalled gift for physical comedy, Chaplin 

unveils a brilliant spoof on the industrial age that is as stinging today as it was on its release in 

1936.

USA English-100 1936 PG

2023-05-16 0620 Comedy English Vinglish

A quiet, sweet-tempered housewife, living in New York, endures regular slights from her well-

educated family because of her inability to speak and understand English. One day, on a trip to 

visit her sister in Manhattan, she decides to enrol in an English Learners class. Directed by Gauri 

Shinde and stars Sridevi, Adil Hussain and Mehdi Nebbou.

INDIA Hindi-100 2012 PG a l s Y

2023-05-16 0845 Drama Tenderness

A gently-paced and touching debut written and directed by Marion Hansel. A divorced couple 

drive from Brussels to the Alps to pick up their son, a ski instructor, who has been injured 

following a skiing accident.

BELGIUM French-100 2013 PG a l Y

2023-05-16 1015 History Magnetic Beats

Britanny, 1980's. A bunch of friends yearning for excitement broadcast a free radio station from 

their hometown in the countryside. Jerome leads it with unique charisma while Philippe, the 

technical genius, lives in the shadow of Jerome, his big brother. When called for the military 

service, Philippe has no choice but to leave for West Berlin. He's determined to keep on 

broadcasting but realises that he just lived the last glorious moments of a world on the verge of 

extinction.

FRANCE

German-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2021 M Y

2023-05-16 1205 Comedy Egg

An unflinching comedy about why women choose motherhood, why they revere it, fear it, and 

why some women choose to forgo it. Over the course of one explosive evening, two couples 

and a surrogate must face their own ridiculous and sometimes heartbreaking shortcomings. 

With sharp cutting dialogue and complicated characters, Egg is about the personal, social, 

professional, and ideological implications of bringing new life into the world.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M a l s 

2023-05-16 1340 Romance All Roads Lead To Rome
An uptight woman reconnects with an old flame after her rebellious daughter and the man's 

mother run away together.
ITALY

English-80; Italian-

20
2015

2023-05-16 1520 Drama Raid

A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in Lucknow after an 

anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Directed by Rai Kumar Gupta and stars Ajay 

Devgn, Ileana D'cruz and Amrit Bimrot.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 PG a v Y

2023-05-16 1735 Biography A United Kingdom

The story of Oxford-educated King Seretse Khama of Botswana and how his loving but 

controversial marriage to white Englishwoman, Ruth Williams, in 1948 plunged his kingdom into 

political and diplomatic turmoil. Directed by Amma Asante and stars David Oyelowo and 

Rosamund Pike.

CZECH REPUBLIC English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y Y

2023-05-16 1940 Comedy My Days Of Glory

A wry and engaging comedy debut from director Antoine de Bary, loosely inspired by his own 

family, My Days of Glory tells the story of a self-absorbed former child star whose life is headed 

in a downward spiral as he approaches thirty. Stars Vincent Lacoste, Emmanuelle Devos and 

Christophe Lambert.

FRANCE French-100 2019 M l n s Y

2023-05-16 2130 Drama Sound Of Metal Music In The Movies

Ruben (Riz Ahmed) and Lou (Olivia Cooke) live together, two nomads traveling gig to gig on an 

endless American tour. Their music is loud, frenzied and passionate, until one day Ruben is 

overwhelmed by a severe ringing in his ears, which quickly gives way to deafness. Ruben is 

suddenly overcome by anxiety, depression, and soon enough his past addictions begin to 

surface. Ruben checks himself into a home for deaf addicts run by an eccentric deaf veteran, 

Joe. In this world of silence and under Joe's tough, observant care, Ruben must confront 

himself more honestly than ever before. But the love and sound of his old life echoes in 

Ruben's mind, calling for him to return.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 M a l Y

2023-05-16 2345 Thriller Hot Summer Nights

Daniel Middleton (Timothee Chalamet), a socially awkward teenager, is spending the 1991 

summer before college visiting his aunt on Cape Cod. As a newcomer to the area, Daniel 

struggles to find his place - until he meets Hunter Strawberry (Alex Roe), the local bad-boy who 

peddles marijuana to well-off vacationers when he isn't protecting his younger sister McKayla 

(Maika Monroe) from overzealous male suitors. Sensing an opportunity, Daniel persuades 

Hunter to go into business together, dealing weed up and down the Cape.

USA English-100 2018 MA d l v Y

2023-05-16 2545 Horror It Comes At Night

Secure within a desolate home as an unnatural threat terrorises the world, a man has 

established a tenuous domestic order with his wife and son. Then a desperate young family 

arrives seeking refuge. Directed by Trey Edward Shults and stars Joel Edgerton, Riley Keough 

and Christopher Abbott.

USA English-100 2017 MA a v Y



2023-05-16 2725 Comedy Bangla

Phaim, a young Muslim Bangladeshi born in Italy 22 years ago lives with his family in Rome's 

multiethnic Torpignattara neighbourhood, and works as a museum steward. At a concert, he 

meets Asia, his exact opposite. The attraction between them is immediate, and Phaim will have 

to figure out how to reconcile his love for the young woman with the most inviolable of Islam's 

rules: no sex before marriage.

ITALY Italian-100 2019 M l n s Y

2023-05-17 0500 Comedy Monsieur Verdoux

Verdoux is an insignificant bank clerk who loses his job during the Great Depression. He devises 

a plan to marry old spinsters and murder them for their money. After the murder of a victim, he 

goes home as would a bourgeois husband after a hard days work. Verdoux becomes a symbol of 

virtue and vice: a man who avoids stepping on a caterpillar while trimming rose-bushes, while 

on the other side of the garden one of his victims is in an incinerator.

USA English-100 1947 PG a 

2023-05-17 0715 Biography A United Kingdom

The story of Oxford-educated King Seretse Khama of Botswana and how his loving but 

controversial marriage to white Englishwoman, Ruth Williams, in 1948 plunged his kingdom into 

political and diplomatic turmoil. Directed by Amma Asante and stars David Oyelowo and 

Rosamund Pike.

CZECH REPUBLIC English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y Y

2023-05-17 0920
Documentary 

Feature
Fellinopolis

Enter the world of Federico Fellini. Between 1976 and 1986, Ferruccio Castronuovo made films 

showing the backstage activity of Federico Fellini's films, unveiling a world apart and a cities of 

the imagination populated by unique characters. Exceptional interviews with Fellini's most 

trusted collaborators explores their relationships with the Maestro, of working and living with 

him, revealing a new take on the man and his methods.

ITALY Italian-100 2020 PG n s Y

2023-05-17 1050 Drama Chappaquiddick

Chappaquiddick is a piercing reexamination of the true events surrounding the most difficult 

seven days of Senator Ted Kennedy's career when he drove off a bridge, ending the life of his 

passenger Mary Jo Kopechne, a promising political strategist who had worked on his brother 

Bobby Kennedy's presidential campaign the year prior. It starts on the eve of the moon landing, 

July 18, 1969, at a party in a rented house.

USA English-100 2017 RPT M a l Y Y

2023-05-17 1250 Comedy Bangla

Phaim, a young Muslim Bangladeshi born in Italy 22 years ago lives with his family in Rome's 

multiethnic Torpignattara neighbourhood, and works as a museum steward. At a concert, he 

meets Asia, his exact opposite. The attraction between them is immediate, and Phaim will have 

to figure out how to reconcile his love for the young woman with the most inviolable of Islam's 

rules: no sex before marriage.

ITALY Italian-100 2019 M l n s Y

2023-05-17 1425 Magazine The Movie Show
Enjoy these classic episodes of The Movie Show with living legends, Margaret Pomeranz and 

David Stratton, as they review the latest crop of movies and give us their rating out of 5-stars.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT M l s v Y

2023-05-17 1455 Comedy English Vinglish

A quiet, sweet-tempered housewife, living in New York, endures regular slights from her well-

educated family because of her inability to speak and understand English. One day, on a trip to 

visit her sister in Manhattan, she decides to enrol in an English Learners class. Directed by Gauri 

Shinde and stars Sridevi, Adil Hussain and Mehdi Nebbou.

INDIA Hindi-100 2012 PG a l s Y

2023-05-17 1720 Biography The Music Of Silence

Based on the extraordinary true story of Andrea Bocelli. Amos, a young man born with a serious 

eye condition that eventually leads to his blindness, nevertheless rises above the many 

challenges to become one of the world's most renowned opera singers. Directed by Michael 

Radford and stars Antonio Banderas, Toby Sebastian and Luisa Ranieri.

ITALY
English-50; Italian-

50
2017 PG a l s Y

2023-05-17 1930 Drama The Fabulous Baker Boys

Frank (Beau Bridges) and Jack Baker (Jeff Bridges) are brothers who have performed together in 

a small but successful piano act for years. However, their lack of ambition hurts them - they 

begin losing gigs, and are soon relegated to run-down venues. Attempting to infuse new life 

into their act, the brothers hire singer Susie Diamond (Michelle Pfeiffer). The new line-up brings 

success, but tensions mount as romance blossoms and one brother is left in the cold.

USA English-100 1989 M l s Y

2023-05-17 2135 Musical The Producers Music In The Movies

Failing producer Max Bialystock and his accountant, Leo Bloom scam a group of elderly women 

out of their nest eggs by convincing them to invest in a horrendously offensive Third Reich-

themed musical secretly intended to bomb the moment it opens. But when high-brow 

Broadway audiences mistakenly assume "Springtime for Hitler" is a satire, Bialystock finds 

himself with the critical acclaim that has long eluded him - and the biggest hit of his career. 

Stars Nathan Lane, and Matthew Broderick.

USA English-100 2005 M s Y

2023-05-17 2405 Drama Bright Young Things

An adaptation of Evelyn Waugh's novel 'Vile Bodies', Bright Young Things is a look into the lives 

of a young novelist, his would-be lover, and a host of young people who beautified London in 

the 1930s. Directed by Stephen Fry and stars Stephen Campbell Moore, Emily Mortimer and 

James McAvoy.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2003 MA a d Y

2023-05-17 2605 Comedy My Days Of Glory

A wry and engaging comedy debut from director Antoine de Bary, loosely inspired by his own 

family, My Days of Glory tells the story of a self-absorbed former child star whose life is headed 

in a downward spiral as he approaches thirty. Stars Vincent Lacoste, Emmanuelle Devos and 

Christophe Lambert.

FRANCE French-100 2019 M l n s Y



2023-05-17 2755 Drama Chappaquiddick

Chappaquiddick is a piercing reexamination of the true events surrounding the most difficult 

seven days of Senator Ted Kennedy's career when he drove off a bridge, ending the life of his 

passenger Mary Jo Kopechne, a promising political strategist who had worked on his brother 

Bobby Kennedy's presidential campaign the year prior. It starts on the eve of the moon landing, 

July 18, 1969, at a party in a rented house.

USA English-100 2017 RPT M a l Y Y

2023-05-18 0555 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. This 

episode features Phillip Noyce.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT PG a v Y

2023-05-18 0625 Drama Tenderness

A gently-paced and touching debut written and directed by Marion Hansel. A divorced couple 

drive from Brussels to the Alps to pick up their son, a ski instructor, who has been injured 

following a skiing accident.

BELGIUM French-100 2013 PG a l Y

2023-05-18 0755 Biography The Music Of Silence

Based on the extraordinary true story of Andrea Bocelli. Amos, a young man born with a serious 

eye condition that eventually leads to his blindness, nevertheless rises above the many 

challenges to become one of the world's most renowned opera singers. Directed by Michael 

Radford and stars Antonio Banderas, Toby Sebastian and Luisa Ranieri.

ITALY
English-50; Italian-

50
2017 PG a l s Y

2023-05-18 1000 Magazine The Movie Show

Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In 

this episode they review My Mother India. Later, they interview Alfonso Cuaron, Gael Garcia 

Bernal and Diego Luna.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT M s Y

2023-05-18 1035 Drama Sound Of Metal

Ruben (Riz Ahmed) and Lou (Olivia Cooke) live together, two nomads traveling gig to gig on an 

endless American tour. Their music is loud, frenzied and passionate, until one day Ruben is 

overwhelmed by a severe ringing in his ears, which quickly gives way to deafness. Ruben is 

suddenly overcome by anxiety, depression, and soon enough his past addictions begin to 

surface. Ruben checks himself into a home for deaf addicts run by an eccentric deaf veteran, 

Joe. In this world of silence and under Joe's tough, observant care, Ruben must confront 

himself more honestly than ever before. But the love and sound of his old life echoes in 

Ruben's mind, calling for him to return.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 M a l Y

2023-05-18 1250 Comedy My Days Of Glory

A wry and engaging comedy debut from director Antoine de Bary, loosely inspired by his own 

family, My Days of Glory tells the story of a self-absorbed former child star whose life is headed 

in a downward spiral as he approaches thirty. Stars Vincent Lacoste, Emmanuelle Devos and 

Christophe Lambert.

FRANCE French-100 2019 M l n s Y

2023-05-18 1440 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. This 

episode features Michael Moore, Alfred Molina, Salma Hayek and Julie Taymor.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT PG a Y

2023-05-18 1510 Biography A United Kingdom

The story of Oxford-educated King Seretse Khama of Botswana and how his loving but 

controversial marriage to white Englishwoman, Ruth Williams, in 1948 plunged his kingdom into 

political and diplomatic turmoil. Directed by Amma Asante and stars David Oyelowo and 

Rosamund Pike.

CZECH REPUBLIC English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y Y

2023-05-18 1715 Drama Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world Frankenstein. But the real 

life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as 

her fiction. Directed by Haifaa Al-Mansour and stars Elle Fanning, Douglas Booth and Maisie 

Williams.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 PG a l s Y

2023-05-18 1930 Drama A Little Chaos

The year is 1682, and gifted landscaper Sabine de Barra has been hired to design a section of 

one of the main gardens at the Palace of Versailles for Louis XIV. The job brings with it gender 

and class barriers, and she also must contend with the king's renowned landscaper, André Le 

Notre. It takes a little chaos for nature to blossom and love to ignite. Stars Matthias 

Schoenaerts, Kate Winslet and Alan Rickman.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT M a n s Y Y

2023-05-18 2140 Musical Jersey Boys Music In The Movies

From Oscar-winning director Clint Eastwood comes the big-screen adaptation of the musical. 

Jersey Boys tells the story of four young men from the wrong side of the tracks in New Jersey 

who came together to form the legendary 1960s rock group The Four Seasons. Stars John Lloyd 

Young, Erich Bergen and Michael Lomenda.

USA English-100 2014 M a l 

2023-05-18 2415 Musical A Star Is Born

John Norman Howard (Kris Kristofferson), a rock star on the decline, has given in to drugs and 

excessive drinking, and his music has suffered as a result. Wandering into a club one night, John 

watches singer Esther Hoffman (Barbra Streisand) perform and is smitten. The two begin 

dating, and soon John lets Esther take the spotlight during his concerts. However, even as 

Esther finds fame and success, John continues his downward spiral.

USA English-100 1976 RPT M a d l Y Y

2023-05-18 2650 Musical The Producers

Failing producer Max Bialystock and his accountant, Leo Bloom scam a group of elderly women 

out of their nest eggs by convincing them to invest in a horrendously offensive Third Reich-

themed musical secretly intended to bomb the moment it opens. But when high-brow 

Broadway audiences mistakenly assume "Springtime for Hitler" is a satire, Bialystock finds 

himself with the critical acclaim that has long eluded him - and the biggest hit of his career. 

Stars Nathan Lane, and Matthew Broderick.

USA English-100 2005 M s Y



2023-05-19 0520 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In 

this episode they interview Zacharias Kunuk and Norman Cohn.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2002 RPT M n v Y

2023-05-19 0550 Drama Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world Frankenstein. But the real 

life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as 

her fiction. Directed by Haifaa Al-Mansour and stars Elle Fanning, Douglas Booth and Maisie 

Williams.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 PG a l s Y

2023-05-19 0805 Drama Boychoir

A troubled but talented eleven-year-old boy at a prestigious East Coast music school clashes 

with the school's demanding choir master (Dustin Hoffman), in this inspiring drama co-starring 

Kathy Bates, Josh Lucas, Debra Winger, and Glee's Kevin McHale. From acclaimed Canadian 

director Francois Girard (The Red Violin) comes a drama that the entire family can enjoy.

USA English-100 2014 PG a v 

2023-05-19 1000 Drama Bright Young Things

An adaptation of Evelyn Waugh's novel 'Vile Bodies', Bright Young Things is a look into the lives 

of a young novelist, his would-be lover, and a host of young people who beautified London in 

the 1930s. Directed by Stephen Fry and stars Stephen Campbell Moore, Emily Mortimer and 

James McAvoy.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2003 M a d l s v Y

2023-05-19 1200 Musical The Producers

Failing producer Max Bialystock and his accountant, Leo Bloom scam a group of elderly women 

out of their nest eggs by convincing them to invest in a horrendously offensive Third Reich-

themed musical secretly intended to bomb the moment it opens. But when high-brow 

Broadway audiences mistakenly assume "Springtime for Hitler" is a satire, Bialystock finds 

himself with the critical acclaim that has long eluded him - and the biggest hit of his career. 

Stars Nathan Lane, and Matthew Broderick.

USA English-100 2005 M s Y

2023-05-19 1430 Biography The Music Of Silence

Based on the extraordinary true story of Andrea Bocelli. Amos, a young man born with a serious 

eye condition that eventually leads to his blindness, nevertheless rises above the many 

challenges to become one of the world's most renowned opera singers. Directed by Michael 

Radford and stars Antonio Banderas, Toby Sebastian and Luisa Ranieri.

ITALY
English-50; Italian-

50
2017 PG a l s Y

2023-05-19 1640 Animation A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of Zoe, a lonely little 

girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police detective. But after sundown when 

Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly 

prowls take them on breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe 

discovers what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure involving 

jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and acrobatic finale atop the 

gothic Notre Dame. 

BELGIUM English-100 2011 PG a v 

2023-05-19 1755 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and desperate for a 

hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny 

Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 PG a l v Y

2023-05-19 1950 Comedy Stand By Me
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

In a treehouse at the edge of Castle Rock, a small Oregon town, a budding 12-year-old writer 

named Gordie LaChance is about to begin an extraordinary trek into the heart of the 

northwestern forest. His best friend Vern has overheard his older brother and a friend talking 

about their discovery of a dead body in the woods. Hoping they can get credit for finding the 

body, Gordie sets off with insecure,  frightened Vern, tough guy Chris and daredevil Teddy on 

an adventure that becomes an odyssey of self-discovery.

USA English-100 1986 M a l Y Y

2023-05-19 2130 Biography Nowhere Boy Music In The Movies

A chronicle of John Lennon's first years, focused mainly in his adolescence and his relationship 

with his stern aunt Mimi, who raised him, and his absentee mother Julia, who re-entered his life 

at a crucial moment in his adolescent years. Directed by Sam Taylor-Johnson. Starring Aaron 

Taylor-Johnson, Kristin Scott Thomas and Anne-Marie Duff.

CANADA
English-50; French-

50
2009 RPT

2023-05-19 2320 Musical Behind The Candelabra

Based on the autobiographical novel, the film follows the tempestuous six-year relationship 

between world-famous pianist Liberace and his much-younger lover, Scott Thorson. Winner of 

11 Primetime Emmy Awards in 2013, including Outstanding Lead Actor (Michael Douglas). 

Directed by Steven Soderbergh, and also stars Matt Damon and Debbie Reynolds.

USA English-100 2013 MA s Y Y

2023-05-19 2530 Comedy They Came Together

Molly (Amy Poehler) owns a quaint little sweet shop. Joel (Paul Rudd) is a corporate stooge for 

a large candy company threatening to shut her down. How they meet, fall in love, break up and 

get back together is hilariously recounted in this rom-com spoof. Also stars Bill Hader and Cobie 

Smulders.

USA English-100 2014 MA l s Y Y

2023-05-19 2700 Drama A Little Chaos

The year is 1682, and gifted landscaper Sabine de Barra has been hired to design a section of 

one of the main gardens at the Palace of Versailles for Louis XIV. The job brings with it gender 

and class barriers, and she also must contend with the king's renowned landscaper, André Le 

Notre. It takes a little chaos for nature to blossom and love to ignite. Stars Matthias 

Schoenaerts, Kate Winslet and Alan Rickman.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT M a n s Y Y



2023-05-20 0510 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and desperate for a 

hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny 

Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 PG a l v Y

2023-05-20 0705 Animation A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of Zoe, a lonely little 

girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police detective. But after sundown when 

Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly 

prowls take them on breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe 

discovers what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure involving 

jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and acrobatic finale atop the 

gothic Notre Dame. 

BELGIUM English-100 2011 PG a v 

2023-05-20 0820 Comedy
Master Cheng (A Spice For 

Life)

Following the death of his wife, professional chef Cheng travels with his young son to a remote 

village in Finland to connect with an old Finnish friend he once met in Shanghai. Upon arrival, 

nobody in the village seems to know his friend but local cafe owner Sirkka offers him 

accommodation. In return Cheng helps her in the kitchen, surprising the locals with the delights 

of Chinese cuisine.

CHINA
English-55; Finnish-

35; Mandarin-10
2019 RPT PG a l n Y

2023-05-20 1025 Drama Mum's List

Mum's List tells the story of Singe and Kate, a couple from North Somerset, whose lives are 

turned upside down when Kate is diagnosed with an incurable breast cancer. Over her last few 

days, she creates her list: writing her thoughts and memories down, to help the man she loves 

create the best life possible for their two sons, after she is gone. Stars Rafe Spall, Emilia Fox and 

Elaine Cassidy.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 M a l s Y

2023-05-20 1220 Drama A Little Chaos

The year is 1682, and gifted landscaper Sabine de Barra has been hired to design a section of 

one of the main gardens at the Palace of Versailles for Louis XIV. The job brings with it gender 

and class barriers, and she also must contend with the king's renowned landscaper, André Le 

Notre. It takes a little chaos for nature to blossom and love to ignite. Stars Matthias 

Schoenaerts, Kate Winslet and Alan Rickman.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT M a n s Y Y

2023-05-20 1430 Drama Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world Frankenstein. But the real 

life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as 

her fiction. Directed by Haifaa Al-Mansour and stars Elle Fanning, Douglas Booth and Maisie 

Williams.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 PG a l s Y

2023-05-20 1645 Drama Boychoir

A troubled but talented eleven-year-old boy at a prestigious East Coast music school clashes 

with the school's demanding choir master (Dustin Hoffman), in this inspiring drama co-starring 

Kathy Bates, Josh Lucas, Debra Winger, and Glee's Kevin McHale. From acclaimed Canadian 

director Francois Girard (The Red Violin) comes a drama that the entire family can enjoy.

USA English-100 2014 PG a v 

2023-05-20 1840 Drama Hearts Beat Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician who owns a struggling record store in Red 

Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band with his daughter the summer before she is set to 

leave for college. Stars Nick Offerman, Kiersey Clemons and Blythe Danner.

USA English-100 2018 PG a d l Y

2023-05-20 2030 Comedy Joyride
Fall In Love With 

Film 

12-year-old Mully has lost his mother and discovers his debt-ridden father stealing the charity 

money they've raised in her name. Grabbing the cash, Mully steals a taxi and is shocked to find 

a woman, Joy, in the back seat with a baby. A straight-talking solicitor who didn't expect to get 

pregnant, Joy is struggling with motherhood and planning to give her baby to a friend who will 

raise the child as her own. She joins Mully on a wild journey across Ireland, stealing cars, hitch-

hiking, catching ferries and breaking police barricades. Mully's father is in hot pursuit and Joy is 

desperate to escape and leave her life behind. But these two outlaws gradually bond, 

discovering that both felt unloved by parents, yet both have a lot of love to give. Together, they 

find a happier way to journey through life - and find love in each other.

IRELAND English-100 2022 M l Y

2023-05-20 2220 Drama Sex, Lies And Videotape Close Encounters

The story of Graham, a long-lost college friend who drifts back into town, and a look into the 

lives of John, a self involved philanderer, his angelic wife, Ann, and her saucy sister, Cynthia. 

One by one, each is drawn into the very personal project Graham is working on, leaving the 

relationships between them forever transformed.

USA English-100 1989 RPT M a l s v Y

2023-05-20 2415 Drama Tulip Fever

A struggling young artist falls for a married woman while he's commissioned to paint her 

portrait during the tulip mania of 17th century Amsterdam. Seeking to break free from her 

powerful husband, the two invest in the risky tulip market in the hope of striking it rich. 

Directed by justin Chadwick and stars Alicia Vikander, Dane DeHaan and Jack O'Connell.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 MA s 

2023-05-20 2615 Biography Nowhere Boy

A chronicle of John Lennon's first years, focused mainly in his adolescence and his relationship 

with his stern aunt Mimi, who raised him, and his absentee mother Julia, who re-entered his life 

at a crucial moment in his adolescent years. Directed by Sam Taylor-Johnson. Starring Aaron 

Taylor-Johnson, Kristin Scott Thomas and Anne-Marie Duff.

CANADA
English-50; French-

50
2009 RPT



2023-05-20 2805 Drama Mum's List

Mum's List tells the story of Singe and Kate, a couple from North Somerset, whose lives are 

turned upside down when Kate is diagnosed with an incurable breast cancer. Over her last few 

days, she creates her list: writing her thoughts and memories down, to help the man she loves 

create the best life possible for their two sons, after she is gone. Stars Rafe Spall, Emilia Fox and 

Elaine Cassidy.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 M a l s Y


